Teacher: Stacey Elmeer
stacey.elmeer@bvhs.org

AP Studio Art: Drawing & 2D Portfolios
Visit the AP College Board website to look at other AP
studio art portfolios to familiarize yourself with
quality of work that you will be expected to create
during your course of study. Here is the most recent
body of work showcasing AP art student talent. It is
very inspirational. Look through the whole thing. Note
their sketchbooks and their work, but do not think
that YOU TOO cannot do this because you can
https://2020artanddesignexhibit.collegeboard.org/2020-ap-art-and-design-exhibit
Once you have taken a look at the digital art show, follow this link:
http://apcentral.collegeboard.com and continue to the AP Studio Art 2-D Design &
Studio Art Drawing courses Home Page. Please contact me by email at anytime if you
have questions or concerns.
Summer Assignments
I have not given a summer assignment before now, and that has hurt our students in the
past. My hope, in giving this assignment, is that you will be able to think about what you
actually want to do in more depth if you get a bit of a head start. Also, these basic
assignments will help build skills for all of us. I will be doing this assignment too btw as I
need to grow my skills. ese assignments are to be completed during the summer in
order to help you prepare for the upcoming year. I have taken this assignment from the
college board website in order to help you prepare a professional portfolio. We want you
to succeed. You will need to arrive on the ﬁrst day of class with 4 fully completed
assignments from this list of 20 options. You do not need to do all 20. You only need to
pick four that you like and complete them. For your convenience a copy of the Summer
Assignments is included below – just scroll down. Remember each work (4) should
re lect at least 8-10 hours of work and consist of quality materials – don’t wait until a
week before school starts to work on the summer assignments! Purchase a sketchbook
Hardbound size 11”x 14” OR 81/2” x 11”- no spirals - bring to the ﬁrst day of class. By the

completion of the summer you should have 6 possible ideas for the concentration.
During the second week of the semester you will turn in a formal written proposal for
your concentration portfolio.
In order to complete your College Board Portfolio you will be required to submit 20
pieces. *Note the requirements have changed due to Covid, so the total may change for
the 2022 spring submission. In 2021, students were asked to make 20 pieces.
2-D Design Portfolio

Section I: Quality
Five actual works that demonstrate your mastery of 2-D design
Section II: Concentration
Works describing an in depth exploration of a particular 2-D design series/concern – 12 images Section
III: Breadth
A variety of works demonstrating your understanding of the principles of 2-D
design - 12 images

Drawing Portfolio

Section I: Quality
Five actual works that demonstrate your mastery of drawing
Section II: Concentration
Works describing an in depth exploration of a particular drawing series/concern – 12 images
Section III: Breadth
A variety of works demonstrating your understanding of drawing issues 12 images

Summer Assignments: Advanced Placement Studio Art: Drawing & 2D
Portfolios
Directions: You are to complete at least 4 of the following 20 assignments over the summer for the

AP Drawing and 2-D Design course. It is also recommended that you plan your work in a personal
sketchbook, a visual journal and/ or an altered book. You should take time over the summer to think
about ideas that you may want to pursue as a concentration or theme (Section II) of the AP Portfolio.

e dimensions of all your artworks should not exceed a maximum of 18” x 24” nor be smaller than
8”x10” surface. ese works must show considerable e fort and each re lect a minimum of 8 hours of
work plus two of research, planning, and practice. You may choose the type of surface to work onpaper, cardboard, canvas board, plywood, mat board, etc… Remember to use a variety of media- pencil,
colored pencil, acrylics, charcoal, conte crayon, ink, or pastels to name a few. Please keep in mind that
the emphasis of your 4 summer assignments is on the formal elements of art; line, color, texture, space,
value, shape, and form; and the principles of design: unity, balance, contrast, repetition, variety,
emphasis, etc…Cra tsmanship, concept/idea, and the creation of a visually successful art work will all be
components of every grade.
If you need more information on the formal elements of art and the principles of design, please check
out these resources. You can also do a little research yourself on these concepts via the internet. If you

have taken Art History with Mrs. Akin, you will be ahead of the game. If you have not yet taken Art
History, you may want to consider taking advantage of some art history lessons that are free on Khan
Academy for the AP Art History exam.
http://f8finearts.weebly.com/elements-of-art.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DHeKOTPmAyA
http://www.intheartroom.com/principles-of-design.html
http://mchsart.weebly.com/principles-of-design.html
https://www.artistsnetwork.com/art-techniques/composition/15-elements-and-principles-of-art/
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/ap-art-history (Khan Academy - Art History)
All 4 assignments are DUE the ﬁrst day of school; bring all 4 summer assignments for review grading
and critique.
Assignments:
1. PORTRAIT
Do a portrait, in the style of another artist in which formal aspects of design are emphasized.
Ideas/Examples: Monet/Impressionism, Matisse/Fauvism, Picasso/Cubism, Warhol/Pop Art,
Dali/Surrealism, Van Gogh/Postimpressionism, etc…You will have to do research to understand the
stylistic tendencies of these artists/movements.
2. SELF-PORTRAIT
Do a self-portrait, or several di ferent ones, that expresses a speciﬁc mood/emotion.
Ideas/Examples: anger/rage, melancholy/loneliness, happiness/joy, etc… Enhance the psychological
atmosphere through the manipulation of light values and color. Create interest by developing an
interesting setting/ environment. Draw just a portion of your face – use cropping techniques –
breaking up your facial portions into fractions. Try distorting and emphasizing certain facial
features. Use di ferent views such as: worm’s eye or bird’s eye views.
3. STILL-LIFE
Draw a collection of 3 or more metal objects assembled in a still-life. Pay close attention to your use
of lighting, background, and re lections. Train your eye to see details, not what you think you see.
4. MIXED MEDIA
Do some exploration with mixed media. Do a piece (still-life, landscape, portrait, or self portrait) in
which you use at least three di ferent media such as: a wet medium, a dry medium, and some collage
element. Ideas/Examples: adhere/attach ( sew, staple, paste, gesso, or use gloss medium) a selection
of collage elements of varying thickness, work with the element of art texture and experiment adding
texture to the paint like sand or crushed dry leaves.
5. CITYSCAPE
Do a drawing of a futuristic cityscape. Examples/Ideas: Washington DC or Baltimore in the year
2050. Remember to keep in mind the rules of one, two, and three point perspective.

6. REFLECTIVE OBJECTS
Do graphite drawing of a still-life arrangement which consists of re lective objectives – convey a
convincing representation with a full range of values. To add interest to the art work, you might
want to render yourself being re lected in the objects.
7. INTERIOR
Create a drawing or painting of an unusual interior. Idea/Examples: looking inside a closet,
cabinet, refrigerator, inside your car, ﬁsh tank…use your creativity!
8. TREASURE DRAWING
Do a drawing of your worldly treasures arranged in an interesting still-life composition. If you can
create a mixed media piece and include your treasures.
9. IMAGINED ACTIVITY
Create a self-portrait of yourself engaged in some imagined activity that holds personal
meaning.
10.SYMBOLS OF OUR LIFE STYLE
Create a symbolic message using graphic designs and images that characterize you and your
lifestyle. Use the symbols to tell such things as who you are, what you look like, what you do, the
environment you live in, the technology, the things you have created, games, inventions, science,
sports, literature, transportation systems, dances, etc… that you personally are interested in.
11.CLOSE UP ON A PACKAGE OR CAN
is image should touch 3 sides of your surface and emphasize an interesting view point. e
package or can may be whole, ripped apart, crushed, or use part of the can or wrapper in your art
work.
12.FIVE CHAIRS
Compile a grouping of 5 or more chairs- chairs can be all the same or a variety of colors, styles,
heights, and shapes. Chairs can intersect each other, overlap, or be transparent. is
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can become a realistic or cubistic piece. Try out di ferent color relationships, for example: make
them complimentary, analogous, primary, or triadic.

13.BE REFLECTIVE
Construct a portrait or self-portrait in a mirror- any kind of mirror- bedroom, bathroom, compact,
car, or free standing mirror. Try using an unexpected re lective surface as a mirror such as the back
of a spoon, shiny hubcap etc…your imagination is your limit.
14.GAMES
Create a piece where you have an aerial view (bird’s eye view) of a board game or playing card. You
can change the game pieces to re lect personal signiﬁcance. Ideas/examples: in “Candy Land” instead
of gingerbread people as game piece turn them into your friends, pets, or family members.
15.EXPLORE OUR AREA
Take a trip to the I &M canal, Hammel Woods, or Settlers Park. Pick a point near the canal, a bridge,
or manmade structure positioned in nature. Take a digital photograph of this location to refer to if

you plan to work at home. Pay close attention to the visual composition, the leading lines, horizontal
line, balance, and repetition.
16.FACE
Multiple views of a face- use the same face repeating the image a minimum of 3 times, use
overlapping, create repetition and unity in the composition. Emphasize the background with a
geometric pattern to contrast the organic features of the face.
17.CREATE A MYTHOLOGICAL EVENT
ink of your own myth involving the imaginary revolt of the following: computers, machines, cell
phones, domestic animals, elevators, kitchen appliances, lowers, trees, etc…Remember to use
references for this piece. Visualize your idea by making an illustration which makes this event
convincing.
18.PUTTING ON SHOES
Create a piece where a person is putting on socks or shoes. ink about the point of view where
are you the observer positioned? Are you looking from eye level, the ceiling, or are you looking up
from the loor at the sole of the shoe. Is the subject’s legs bent over or crossed?
19.“REDOING” AN OLD MASTERPIECE
Choose a painting, sculpture, or well known image from art history for interpretation. Redo the
work to update it, change the colors, media, characters, types of costume/clothing etc…
20.CAFÉ DRAWING
Go to a place (any local hangout) where you can sit and sketch for a long period of time. In your
drawing, convey the essence of this place (café, museum, local eatery, bookstore, mall, local pool
etc...) by drawing people and places you see.

SAMPLES

Some other areas of the AP College Board website to explore:
http://www.collegeboard.com/student/testing/ap/about.htmlhttp://www.collegeboard.com/stud
ent/testing/ap/studioart/digital-submission.html

